Firearm Survival Instructor
Long gun
Shot Avoidance Tactics
This 1.5-day (12 hours) officer survival program is a series of
tactical enhancement seminars designed for agencies to update,
train and provide critical life saving information for situations where the officer is out of reach to
physically disarm the subject but needs to execute tactics to save either their own life or the lives of
others using shotgun, carbines or other issued assault rifles or other weapons of opportunity. This
course is designed to enhance instructor’s development in firearm tactics with long guns,
unconventional firing and slinging techniques, and shadowing tactics and advanced movement
methods for engaging a subject(s) within 30 feet. Enforcing contact cover principals, high risk threats,
spontaneous lethal force encounters and ambushes. This course will also address weapon transition
skills, officer rescue tactics and immediate action to a gunfight or high risk rescues. Instruction is based
on realistic use and applications of control methods in the use of force situations. This class will
conduct dry fire drills, training projectiles (21st Tactical AirSoft) simulations, and live fire exercises. Prerequisite is the 3 day Firearm Survival Instructor “Shot Avoidance Tactics”.
Topics covered in the program include:















Communicating with your Threat - Verbal tactics
Body Positioning (Day and Night)
Avenues of approach and escape
Daytime & Nighttime strategies
Evasion Tactics for Single, Multiple Subject Attacks and Ambushes
Intergraded use of force options
High Profile Rescues (HPR) with long guns
Advance Sling Defense Tactics
Ground covering tactics
Weapons of Opportunity
Covering techniques for single and multiple threats
Special Risk Takedowns
Immediate response to a Gunfight and Edged Weapons Attacks
Integrated use of force on force options – and much more!

Duration:

1.5 Days

Learn from
experienced
instructors with
real world
experience in field
applications.

Tuition:

$349.00

Ammunition: – Training weapons and training projectiles supplied by 21st Tactical AirSoft
Equipment Required: Clothing and footwear for range tactics and instruction, with whistle and
lanyard. Duty belt with holster issued and back up weapons, inert aerosols, body armor, impact weapon,
protective equipment, groin protection and mouthpiece, eye safety goggles, towel. Change of clothes.

www.armatraining.com

